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Chapter 5
Simulation

Simulations were performed in order to calculate the acceptance and the efficiencies (geo-
metric and event reconstruction) of the MAYA detector and to estimate the resolutions in
reconstructing the kinematics variables. This chapter begins with the description of the
method of simulating events in MAYA. The methods of extracting the range and the scatter-
ing angle of the recoil particle are the same as for the experimental data and are described
in the previous chapter. This chapter ends with the estimation of the resolutions for the
CM scattering angle, the excitation energy of 56Ni and with discussions on acceptances and
efficiencies.

5.1 Event generation in MAYA

Events are generated in MAYA for excitation energies of 56Ni ranging from 0 MeV (elastic
scattering) to 50 MeV in steps of 200 keV. For each excitation energy of 56Ni, 500 events are
generated for each CM angle ranging from 0◦ CM to 10◦ CM in steps of 0.1◦. For each event,
the vertex of interaction is randomized throughout row#17 of the cathode pad plane, i.e.,
along the beam direction (see Fig. 4.2), and the φ angle is randomized from −180◦ to +180◦

considering the fact that the recoil particle can be scattered in any direction isotropically in
MAYA and a reaction can take place anywhere along the beam path.

5.1.1 Energy-loss calculation for the 56Ni beam and the recoil α-particle

Energy losses of all charge particles were calculated using SRIM [61] for a mixture of 95%
He and 5% CF4 at a pressure of 500 mbar.
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CHAPTER 5. SIMULATION

Energy loss of 56Ni beam particle

The incoming beam of 56Ni has an energy of 50 MeV/u. In the simulations, it has been
considered that the beam is always in a plane, parallel to the cathode pad plane.

Energy loss of recoil α-particle

Since the φ angle, i.e., the reaction-plane angle is also randomized for the simulated events,
energy loss for the recoil α-particle for a given excitation energy of 56Ni is calculated in
a multi-step process. From Eqn. 4.8, when φ = 0, R3d (also denoted as R) = R2d, i.e., the
three-dimensional range is equal to its two-dimensional projection length on the cathode
pads. But if φ 6= 0 then R2d < R3d which means that the projected two-dimensional range
is smaller than the three-dimensional range. Therefore, the two-dimensional energy-loss
profile is also squeezed (see Fig. 5.2) and this leads to variations of the pad charges for
different φ angles of the recoil α-particles. Taking into account all these factors, energy loss
of the recoil α-particle for a given (θCM, φ) angle and excitation energy of 56Ni is calculated
in the following way:

i) Laboratory scattering angle (θ or θ3d) is calculated corresponding to the given θCM angle
using LISE++ software [78].

ii) As the laboratory scattering angle is known for a given θCM, energy of the recoil α-particle
(E3d) can be deduced for the given excitation energy of 56Ni.

In the left panel of Fig. 5.1, the relationship between θ and θCM is shown for 0 MeV (elastic
scattering), 20 MeV, and 30 MeV excitation energy of 56Ni. As an example, let us consider
5◦ CM angle. The corresponding laboratory angles for 0 MeV, 20 MeV, and 30 MeV ex-
citation energy of 56Ni are obtained from this plot and defined as θLab 0 MeV , θLab 20 MeV ,
and θLab 30 MeV , respectively. In the right of Fig. 5.1, the kinematics curves for the recoil
α-particle energy versus the laboratory scattering angle are shown for 0 MeV (elastic scat-
tering), 20 MeV, and 30 MeV excitation energy of 56Ni. Here, E3d 0 MeV , E3d 20 MeV , and
E3d 30 MeV are the energies of the recoil α-particle for 5◦ CM angle for 0 MeV (elastic scatter-
ing), 20 MeV, and 30 MeV excitation energy of 56Ni, respectively.

iii) After obtaining the laboratory scattering angle θ3d, the two-dimensional laboratory scat-
tering angle (θ2d) is calculated for a given φ angle using Eqn. 4.9.

iv) Since the energy (E3d) of a particle is uniquely related to its range (R3d) (see Fig. 4.25), R3d

(i.e. R) can be calculated and then the two-dimensional range (R2d) of the recoil α-particle
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5.1. EVENT GENERATION IN MAYA

Figure 5.1: Left panel: relation between CM angle and laboratory angle of the recoil α-particle for
0 MeV, 20 MeV, and 30 MeV excitation energy of 56Ni. Right panel: plot of laboratory
angle versus energy of recoil α-particle for 0 MeV, 20 MeV, and 30 MeV excitation energy
of 56Ni. These figures are obtained for an incoming energy 50 MeV/u for 56Ni.
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Figure 5.2: Two-dimensional range of the recoil α-particle for 0◦, 30◦, and 60◦ φ angles for 20 MeV
excitation energy of 56Ni and θLab = 60◦.

can be calculated from Eqn. 4.8 for the given φ angle once θ2d is known from step iii).

v) The “two-dimensional” energy (E2d) of the recoil α-particle can be obtained from the
range to energy relationship once (R2d) is known.

vi) Energy loss for recoil α-particle of energy E2d is then obtained using SRIM.
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CHAPTER 5. SIMULATION

It is to be noted here that when φ = 0 then E2d = E3d, R2d = R3d and θ2d = θ3d, otherwise
E2d < E3d, R2d < R3d and θ2d < θ3d, provided that the particle stops inside MAYA.

In Fig. 5.2, the two-dimensional energy loss of α-particle at 60◦ laboratory scattering an-
gle for 20 MeV excitation energy of 56Ni is shown for 0◦, 30◦ and 60◦ φ angles. It is clear
that when φ 6= 0, the two-dimensional range is smaller than the three-dimensional range
but the two-dimensional range has to be corrected for the given φ angle to get the proper
three-dimensional range. The three-dimensional range is independent of φ angle. From the
energy loss of the ionizing particle obtained from SRIM, charges are projected on the pads
in the simulations.

5.1.2 Two-dimensional charge projection from energy-loss profile of the
beam and recoil α-particle

Following the work of Lau et al. [79], one can show that the charge distribution in a precision
cathode-strip chamber agrees better with the Hyperbolic Secant Squared (SECHS) analytic
function than any other analytical functions, e.g., Gaussian, Lorentzian, etc. (see Fig. 5.3).
Therefore, here the charges are also distributed on the cathode pads in MAYA following the
SECHS method.

According to the SECHS method, the charge on a pad is defined as:

Q =
a1

cosh2 (π(x− a2)/a3)
(5.1)

where a1 is the overall normalization, a2 is the centroid, and a3 is the width of the charge
distribution. In MAYA, a2 is the position of the center of the cathode pad.

To obtain a3, i.e., the width of the charge distribution, 5000 events with no scattering of 56Ni
beam with helium inside the MAYA chamber (the so-called beam-only events) from the ex-
perimental data are chosen and averaged out (see left panel of Fig. 5.4). Then, the total
charge of each row has been plotted against the distance of the corresponding row from the
1st row of the cathode pad. The data points are then fitted with the SECHS formula men-
tioned in Eqn. 5.1 to obtain the width parameter a3. The results of the fit are shown for the
experimental data (see Fig. 5.4: right panel; solid line) and the simulated data (see Fig. 5.4:
right panel; dashed line). The value of the width parameter obtained for the simulated data
is 31.4 mm whereas for the experimental data it is 31.1 mm. There is also a difference in
the centroid positions of the fits for the simulated and the experimental data, because of the
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5.1. EVENT GENERATION IN MAYA

Figure 5.3: Fitting of the charge distribution in a precision cathode-strip chamber with different ana-
lytical functions [79].

symmetric beam defined in the simulations, whereas, in the experiment, the beam is not
symmetric due to the presence of the electrostatic mask under the beam. However, this ef-
fect is negligible and will not affect the reconstruction of kinematics variables and efficiency
corrections because in the analysis the angle between the beam and the recoil particle is
calculated on an event-by-event basis.

When charges are induced on a certain cathode pad, charges are also induced on its neigh-
bor pads (see Fig. 5.5). Since the charges are localized at the center of the cathode pads, the
quantity “x − a2” from Eqn. 5.1, is the distance of the center of the main pad from the center
of its neighboring pad (see Fig. 5.6). In this simulation, next-to-next neighbors of the main
pad (see Fig. 5.6) have also been taken into account using the distance between the centers
of the main pad and next-to-next neighboring pads. Note that, here the parameter a1 is the
charge of the main pad, calculated from dE/dx, i.e., the energy loss per unit length.

Two-dimensional beam-path reconstruction

Since in the present experiment, the 56Ni beam is parallel to row#17, pads in this row are
considered as the main pads for the charge distribution of the beam. In the simulations, it
has also been considered that the beam is in a plane parallel to the cathode pad plane. The
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CHAPTER 5. SIMULATION

Charge 

qi = Σqk 

di  

Figure 5.4: Determination of the width of the charge distribution. Left panel shows the averaged
charge distribution due to beam from the experimental data. Right panel shows the SECHS
fitting for experimental data (solid line) and simulated data (dashed line).

Figure 5.5: Schematic representation of distribution of charges induced on neighboring pads due to
avalanches on amplification wires [75].

energy loss of the 56Ni beam calculated from SRIM is integrated over the pads correspond-
ing to row#17 considering the first pad of row#17 to be the origin of the beam path inside
MAYA.

Two-dimensional recoil-path reconstruction

Since the recoil particle can be scattered in any direction, efforts have been made to calcu-
late the proper energy loss of the recoil particle taking into account all possible directions
of scattering. Eventually, the vertex of interaction can be anywhere along the beam path,
therefore it has been randomized in the simulation throughout row#17.
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5.1. EVENT GENERATION IN MAYA

Figure 5.6: Next (left figure) and next-to-next (right figure) neighbor pads of the main pad.

For a given φ angle and θCM angle, θ2d is calculated and pads are filled with charges corre-
sponding to the energy loss of the recoil α-particle having energy E2d (see Sub-section 5.1.1)
at θ2d angle from the origin, i.e., the given vertex of interaction. After that, the next-neighbor
and next-to-next neighbor pads are filled with charges according to SECHS distribution.

Efficiency correction due to end effects on the cathode pads

The first two rows of the cathode pads were not functioning during our experiment. From
Fig. 4.4, the breaks in the pulser alignment of the cathode pads lead to the fact that the
corresponding pads were not functioning. To take into account these inefficiencies, simula-
tions have been done accordingly, i.e., in the simulation the cathode pads which were not
functioning during the experiment are also not filled with charges. Note that this is done
not only for efficiency correction but also to test if this generates spurious structures in the
reconstruction of kinematics variables.

5.1.3 φ-angle simulation

For φ-angle simulation, simulation of the timing resolution of the amplification wires is
needed. From the kinematics and the given φ angle, the number of wires that could possi-
bly fire outside the beam region can be calculated. Therefore, each wire outside the beam
region is assigned with a time in µs in such a way that the extracted φ angle is equal to the
given φ angle within the experimental uncertainty. In order to simulate the time response
of the wire, we used the drift velocity of the electrons at our experimental conditions which
is 16.5 mm/µs and the distance between the consecutive wires which is 7.6 mm. In Fig. 5.7,
the φ-angle distributions for experimental data and simulated data are shown. The discrep-
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CHAPTER 5. SIMULATION

Figure 5.7: Reconstructed φ angle for experimental data (black solid line) and for simulated data (red
solid line).

ancies between the simulated data and the experimental data above 60◦ φ angle could be
due to the presence of the mask under the beam. The extension of φ angle is from −90◦ to
+90◦ instead of −180◦ to +180◦ which is due to the conventions used during the analysis.

5.2 Definition of range

As stated in Chapter 4, we defined the range as the distance to 20% of the height of the Bragg
peak. A study has been made to validate the definition of range taken as the distance of
20% of the height of the Bragg peak from the origin. Alpha particles of energy ranging from
0.5 MeV to 10 MeV have been considered. Then for each α-particle, the percentage of Bragg
peak defined as range in SRIM [61] has been calculated in our experimental conditions.
From Fig 5.8, it is clear that as the energy of the α-particles increases, the percentage of
Bragg peak defined as range, converges to 50% of the height of the Bragg peak. Since in our
case only low-energy recoil α-particles (below 6 MeV) are of interest, 20% of the height of
the Bragg peak is taken as the range.

Furthermore, to the check this point, simulated events are considered at 0◦ φ angle, i.e.,
parallel to the cathode pad plane, where two-dimensional and three-dimensional ranges
are the same (see Eqn. 4.8). Two different cases are considered:
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5.2. DEFINITION OF RANGE

Figure 5.8: Fraction of the Bragg peak to be taken as the definition of the range in order to match the
range given by SRIM.

1. 60◦ laboratory angle for 20 MeV excitation of 56Ni. The calculated energy of the recoil
α-particle in this case is 2.54 MeV. The calculated range of the α-particle with this en-
ergy is 99.6 mm.

2. 40◦ laboratory angle for 30 MeV excitation of 56Ni. The calculated energy of the recoil
α-particle in this case is 2.2 MeV. The calculated range of the α-particle with this energy
is 83.4 mm.

In both cases, the energy of the recoil α-particle is obtained from kinematical calculation
with LISE++ [78]. Ranges of α-particles are obtained from SRIM [61] code calculated at our
experimental conditions.

In both cases, 5000 events are simulated. In Fig. 5.9, the range of the recoil α-particle de-
fined as 50% of the height of the Bragg peak from the two-dimensional charge projection is
shown as the dashed histogram, whereas the range which is defined as 20% of the height
of the Bragg peak from the two-dimensional charge projection is shown as the solid his-
togram (for the details of extraction of range from two-dimensional charge projection, see
Sub-section 4.3.3.). The corresponding range given by SRIM is shown by the filled his-
togram. The range defined as 20% of the height of the Bragg peak from the two-dimensional
charge projection is in agreement with the SRIM calculation.

Although the above method is good enough to test that 20% of the height of the Bragg
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Figure 5.9: Definition of range; left panel: range of recoil α-particle at 60◦ laboratory angle for 20 MeV
excitation energy of 56Ni, right panel: range of recoil α-particle at 40◦ laboratory angle for
30 MeV excitation energy of 56Ni. In both cases, the dashed histogram and solid histogram
represent the range of the recoil α-particle which is defined as 50% and 20% of the height
of the Bragg peak, respectively. The filled histogram represents the range obtained from
SRIM.

peak matches with the SRIM calculation, however, we want to see what is the effect of this
definition of the range of the recoil α-particle on the reconstructed excitation energy of 56Ni.
From the kinematics calculation, one can determine the excitation energy of 56Ni once the
energy (or range) of the recoil α-particle is known. The reconstructed excitation energy is
shown in Fig. 5.10 where the filled histogram shows the reconstructed excitation energy
assuming the range to be 20% of the height of the Bragg peak while the dashed histogram
shows the reconstructed excitation energy assuming the range to be 50% of the height of
the Bragg peak. Since we are simulating events for 20 MeV and 30 MeV excitation energy
of 56Ni, the definition of range which is 20% of the height of the Bragg peak leads to better
agreement between reconstructed excitation energy and actual excitation energy of 56Ni
than the definition of range of 50% of the height of the Bragg peak.

Finally, during our experiment we also had runs with an α-source (239Pu; Eα = 5.2 MeV).
In Fig. 5.11, the extracted energy of α-particles from the source is shown where the range is
considered to be 20% of the height of the Bragg peak. The extracted energy is in agreement
with the energy of the α-particles from the source itself.

Comparison of energy resolution obtained from range and charges on the pads

As stated in the previous chapter, the charge resolution of the cathode pads is poor. There-
fore, energy of the ionizing particle is not extracted from these pads although their collected
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5.2. DEFINITION OF RANGE

Figure 5.10: Reconstructed excitation energy; left panel: reconstruction of 20 MeV excitation energy of
56Ni, right panel: reconstruction of 30 MeV excitation energy of 56Ni. In both cases, the
dashed histogram represents the range of the recoil α-particle taken as 50% of the height
of the Bragg peak while the filled histogram represents the range of the recoil α-particle
taken as 20% of the height of the Bragg peak.

Figure 5.11: Reconstructed energy of the α-particle from 239Pu source shown in black solid histogram.
The filled histogram shows the tabulated value of energy of emitted α-particle from 239Pu
source [73].

charges are proportional to the energy of the ionizing particle. To illustrate this point, recoil
α-particles are considered at 60◦ laboratory angle and at 0◦ φ angle for 20 MeV excitation
energy of 56Ni. Such an event is shown in Fig. 5.12.

The resolution of the extracted range from the two-dimensional charge projection is ∼2.1%.
One should note again here that for 0◦ φ angle, the two-dimensional and three-dimensional
ranges are the same. Since the range and the energy of a particle are uniquely related, one
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CHAPTER 5. SIMULATION

Figure 5.12: Simulated event at 20 MeV excitation energy of 56Ni at 60◦ scattering angle and at 0◦ φ
angle.

can also deduce the energy-resolution which in this case is ∼1.9% which is obtained from
range-energy relationship as shown in Fig. 4.25.

However, if we want to extract the energy of the ionizing particle from the charges on the
pads, we first have to take into account how many pads are fired. In this case almost 60 pads
are fired and since the relative charge-resolution of a pad is ∼2.3% (see Sub-section 4.2.1),
for all 60 pads the total relative charge resolution will be

√
60× 2.3% ∼18%.

In summary, the energy of the ionizing particle is not deduced from the charges on the
pads. Charges on the pads are only used to reconstruct the Bragg peak and in turn used to
determine the range of the particle that stops inside MAYA.

5.3 Reconstruction uncertainties of kinematics variables

From simulated events, it is possible to estimate the uncertainties involved in the recon-
struction of CM scattering angle and excitation energy of 56Ni. Since we have categorized
tracks depending on the recoil two-dimensional track length (see Section 4.3), uncertainties
in reconstructing kinematics variables have been calculated separately for long tracks and
short tracks.
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Figure 5.13: Errors in CM angle reconstruction for 20 MeV excitation energy of 56Ni. Solid line shows
the errors for long two-dimensional tracks while the dashed line shows the errors for short
two-dimensional tracks.

5.3.1 Errors in CM-angle reconstruction

The absolute error in CM-angle reconstruction (4θCM) is given as:

4 θCM = θCM,Sim − θCM,Rec (5.2)

where θCM,Sim is the given CM angle and θCM,Rec is the reconstructed CM angle. In Fig. 5.13,
the absolute error in the CM-angle reconstruction is shown as a function of given CM angle
for 20 MeV excitation energy of 56Ni.

The errors in CM-angle reconstruction for events having long two-dimensional tracks are
less than those for events having short two-dimensional tracks. This reflects the fact that if
the track is closer to the beam, it is more difficult to reconstruct the trajectory and conse-
quently the scattering angle. Even for short tracks, the absolute error in CM angle is less
than 0.3◦. Figure 5.13 also shows the angular domains covered by our definitions of long
and short tracks.

5.3.2 Uncertainties in excitation-energy reconstruction

Uncertainties in scattering-angle reconstruction also induce uncertainties in reconstruction
of excitation energy of 56Ni. The absolute error for excitation energy reconstruction (4 E∗56 Ni)
is given as:
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Figure 5.14: Left panel: uncertainty in excitation-energy reconstruction, right panel: FWHM of the
Gaussian fit for the reconstructed excitation energy. In both cases, the solid line represents
the tracks having long two-dimensional track length and the dashed line represents the
tracks having short two-dimensional track length.

4 E∗56 Ni = E∗56 Ni,Sim − E∗56 Ni,Rec (5.3)

where E∗56 Ni,Sim is the given excitation energy and E∗56 Ni,Rec is the reconstructed excitation
energy of 56Ni. In Fig. 5.14, the absolute errors for the centroids of the reconstructed excita-
tion energies are shown (left panel). The FWHM of the Gaussian fits for the reconstructed
excitation energies are also shown (right panel of Fig. 5.14).

The excitation-energy reconstruction for events having short two-dimensional tracks has er-
rors larger than those for events having long two-dimensional tracks. For the short tracks,
the FWHM of the Gaussian fit of the reconstructed excitation energy is also larger than the
long tracks. However, in both cases the uncertainty for the centroid value of the recon-
structed excitation energy is on the average less than 0.5 MeV.

5.4 Excitation energy versus vertex of interaction

Since the limited volume of MAYA generates a cut in the phase space, events reconstruction
is not uniform for all excitation energy of 56Ni ranging from 0 MeV to 50 MeV. As the excita-
tion energy of 56Ni increases, the recoil α-particle energy also increases (see the right panel
of Fig. 5.1), which in turn increases the chance for the recoil particle to punch through the
MAYA volume. The higher the excitation energy of 56Ni is, the lower the acceptance is and
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Elastic scattering 

Experimental data Simulated data 

Figure 5.15: Plot of excitation energy as a function of the x coordinate of the interaction vertex for the
experimental data (left panel) and simulated data (right panel).

in turn the smaller the effective target thickness is.

In Fig. 5.15, the reconstructed excitation energy is plotted as a function of the reconstructed
interaction vertex. This is shown for both the experimental data (left panel) and simulated
data (right panel). Elastic scattering (i.e., 0 MeV excitation) off 56Ni can be reconstructed
throughout the whole accessible region in MAYA. But as the excitation energy increases the
acceptance of the detector decreases. The sharp cut at 50 mm for the vertex of interaction
reflects the fact that we are considering events having a vertex of interaction above 50 mm
to avoid reactions from the beam-entrance window (see Fig. 4.28). The same lower limit has
also been put for simulated events. Eventually the upper limit for the vertex of interaction
is also the same as the experimental data which is 250 mm. During the efficiency correction
of the experimental data, the effective target thickness has to be taken into account because
it also affects the cross-section calculation (see Eqn. 6.2).

5.5 Efficiency and acceptance

Figure 5.16 shows the efficiency (geometric and reconstruction) plot of reconstructed exci-
tation energy of 56Ni versus θCM scattering angle. In this analysis, the bin size for excitation
energy of 56Ni is taken to be 1 MeV and that for CM angle to be 1◦ and the efficiency cor-
rection is performed bin-by-bin. For reconstructing the simulated data we applied the same
geometrical cuts as stated for data in the Sub-section 4.4.3.

Below 20 MeV it is difficult to reconstruct the events below 3◦ CM angle since the recoil
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Figure 5.16: Reconstruction efficiency combined with geometrical acceptances as a function of excita-
tion energy of 56Ni versus θCM.

α-particles have very low energy (< 0.6 MeV). At this energy, the α-particles barely come
out of the beam region, making it hard to distinguish between the beam and the recoil
particle. However, as the excitation energy increases, the energy of the recoil α-particles
also increases allowing them to go further out of the beam region. At all energies, however,
it is impossible to detect recoil α-particles below 2◦ CM angle for excitation energies below
35 MeV. Above 8◦ CM angle, recoil α-particles have high energies and, therefore, punch
through MAYA. Although events at high CM angles can be detected if the recoil α-particles
have larger φ angles, they have low efficiency due to the detector acceptance as the particles
have higher energies enabling them to punch through the detector volume.
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